



































???????????????????????????Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson
?1974????????????????????
1. For any turn, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-constructional
unit:
(a) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as to involve the use of a ‘current speaker
selects next’ technique, then the party so selected has the right and is obliged to
take next turn to speak; no others have such rights or obligations, and transfer
occurs at that place.
(b) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of a ‘current speaker
selects next’ technique, then self-selection for next speakership may, but need
not, be instituted; first starter acquires rights to a turn, and transfer occurs at
that place.
(c) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of a ‘current speaker
selects next’ technique, then current speaker may, but need not continue, unless
another self-selects.
2. If, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-constructional unit, neither
1a nor 1b has operated, and, following the provision of 1c, current speaker has
continued, then the rule-set a-c re-applies at the next transition-relevance place, and
recursively at each next transition-relevance place, until transfer is effected.




























































































???Duncan and Fiske?1985: 44–45, 54???????????a complete turn
signal???1. ????????????intonation contours?????2. “you know” “or
something”????????stereotyped phrases??3. ???????4. ???????































































??pre-starts??“well” “but” “and” “so”?Sacks, 















2. ????????turn end marker?????
???Maynard 1987?1989??????
1993?








?post-completers?????? (Sacks, Schegloff 
and Jefferson  1974)
2. ????????a complete turn signal??“you 
know” “or something”???????????





































































































































??????????20–30????????? 3???? (T)??? (Y)??? (N)??
?? 42??????????????????????????????? 5? 20??
























































































































































































































































































????????1987??????????? 92  ???????????????????
????????????1991???????????????????????????????
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